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RP’s Marmot rolls out TV ad, mascot
SUPER BOWL 50 » Spot to air
during big game may widen
audience for clothing brand
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

This year’s Super Bowl will not only
take place in the Bay Area, but will feature a Sonoma County advertiser as
Rohnert Park-based outdoor clothing
maker Marmot rolls out its first television spot for the big game.
The 30-second ad, scheduled to show
up during the first half of Sunday’s

game, features the animation-enhanced
friendship of a marmot and an eagerbeaver outdoorsman. It seeks to introduce
a brand long known among mountain
climbers and skiers to a wider audience
— and to do it on a day where advertisers
typically spend tons of cash and pull out
all the stops.
“We’re creating a new message that
the outdoors is for everyone,” Tom Fritz,
Marmot’s vice president of marketing,
said Wednesday. The hope is that viewers “will fall in love with Marmot ... and
scramble to learn more about the brand.”

ONLINE
Watch video clips
of Marmot’s new
Super Bowl 50
commercial at
pressdemocrat.
com
Outdoor
clothing maker
Marmot will
run its first
Super Bowl ad
on Sunday.
MARMOT
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HOMELESS ENCAMPMENTS » As SMART service nears launch,
authorities face resistance in efforts to clear people near tracks

In Danger’s Path

Brazil’s
abortion
dilemma
over Zika
Doctors, rights advocates
in country push to relax
inflexible laws in epidemic
By SIMON ROMERO
NEW YORK TIMES
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PRECARIOUS DWELLINGS: Petaluma Police Officer Ryan DeBaeke waits for Todd Naus to exit his treehouse Monday near the SMART tracks in Petaluma.
By DEREK MOORE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

J

onathan Rollstin is often unaware that a train
is coming until the moment it has arrived.
Where the homeless man’s encampment
is situated, trains barrel past about 50 feet
away, on tracks splitting the graffiti-marred
girders of a Highway 101 overpass south of the
Petaluma Village Premium Outlets.
Despite the obvious dangers and prodding by
police, Rollstin, 39, refuses to quit his illegal set-up.
“I want to be alone. I don’t want to be in a shelter,” he said Monday after a Petaluma police officer
rousted him from his tent.
The defiance highlights the challenges of getting
homeless people to abandon encampments along
train tracks in Sonoma and Marin counties, a
problem gaining more urgency as passenger rail
service gears up to resume in the North Bay later
this year.
Officials with the Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit authority have been working with police and
homeless advocates for months to encourage people
to stay clear of the track’s right-of-way. The result
has been an exodus of people from the tracks.
Some have found shelter elsewhere. Others have
simply decamped to other locations, including in
more visible areas that have led to complaints about
their presence. Officials attribute a noticeable bump
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in the number of homeless in downtown Santa Rosa
in large part to the track relocations.
There’s also an untold number of stubborn
holdouts who insist on sticking near the tracks,
prompting officials in Santa Rosa, Petaluma and
other cities along the line to begin ramping up
outreach and enforcement efforts.
“It’s a priority for us,” Petaluma Lt. Ken Savano
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PATROLLING THE TRACKS:
Petaluma Police Officer Ryan
DeBaeke periodically visits
homeless encampments along
the rail tracks in Petaluma.

ONLINE
Watch a video on the Web at
pressdemocrat.com

RECIFE, Brazil — The surging medical reports of babies being born with unusually small
heads during the Zika epidemic
in Brazil are igniting a fierce debate over the country’s abortion
laws, which make the procedure
illegal under most circumstances.
Prominent legal scholars in
Brasília, the capital, are preparing a case to go before Brazil’s highest court, arguing that
pregnant women should be permitted to have abortions when
their fetuses are found to have
abnormally small heads, a condition known as microcephaly
that Brazilian researchers say is
linked to the virus.
A judge in central Brazil has
taken the rare step of publicly
proclaiming that he will allow
women to have legal abortions
in cases of microcephaly, preparing the way for a fight over
the issue in parts of the country’s labyrinthine legal system.
In Recife, the Brazilian city
hit hardest by the increase in
microcephaly and the brain
damage that often comes with
it, abortion rights activists are
seizing on the crisis to counter
conservative lawmakers who
have long wanted to make Brazil’s abortion laws — already
among the most stringent in
Latin America — more restrictive.
The scientific link between
Zika and infant brain damage
has not yet been proved. But the
rising reports of microcephaly
in parts of Brazil stricken by
Zika have caused enough alarm
that the World Health Organization declared an international
public health emergency Monday, noting that its “experts
agreed that a causal relationship between Zika infection
during pregnancy and microcephaly is strongly suspected.”
Some Brazilian doctors are
already encountering pregnant
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WOOING CUBA: Inaugural California Wine
Symposium in Havana is introducing the
island nation to Wine Country. / B8
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